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Simulation in TQG

Geographical analysis machine
[Openshaw et al., 1987]

Schelling on networks [Banos, 2012]

Simpop 1 model[Sanders et al., 1997]

SimpopNet model [Schmitt, 2014]
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Geographical systems and complexity

Necessity of simulation models in geography induced by
complexities of these systems ?

I Ontological complexity [Pumain, 2003]
I Dynamical complexity: non-ergodicity and path-dependancy

[Pumain, 2012]
I Complexity and co-evolution
I Complexity and emergence
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Exploration of geosimulation models

Model exploration is basically running a model a lot of times,
following a design of experiments, to gain knowledge about model
properties.

e.g. : sensitivity analysis

Recent and significant increase in the development of methods to
explore, calibrate and optimize (geo)simulation models.

→ ease model validation !
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Practice of model validation

Methods and tools remain underused by simulation communities,
despite an easier access to HPC facilities.

e.g. mail of Bruce Edmonds (emblematic figure of social simulation) on
the SIMSOC mailing list, on the 16th of May 2019.

Dear Colleagues,
David Hales and I have been looking at how to do mas-
sively parallel runs of NetLogo simulation models on
the Cloud. Something like (a) design your runs using Net-
Logo’s BehaviorSpace (b) upload the model to the cloud
(c) run it on the cloud (d) get the resulting table of results
back.
We are wondering how many people would be interested in
something like this.[...]
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OpenMOLE

The OpenMOLE free and open source software provides (i) model
embedding; (ii) transparent access to HPC; (iii) state-of-the-art
model exploration methods.

Success stories: epidemiology [Arduin, 2018], ecology
[Lavallée et al., 2019], planning [Brasebin et al., 2017],
urban science [Raimbault, 2018]
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A researcher school on model exploration

The eXModelo school to learn model validation methods

I OpenMOLE as the learning tool, but reproducible with other
tools and methods

I between a formal summer school and a workshop (student
projects)
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Passionated researchers...
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... and intensive computation
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Model used

A common model to present the exploration and validation
protocol

→ modularity and complementarity of aspects

→ possibility of an increased complexity and research questions left
open

A discipline-agnostic model: zombie epidemiology

→ difficulty of interdisciplinary dialogue

→ agent-based spatial modeling as a natural way to enhance it
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An operational model for local Zombie invasion

Local scale agent-based model
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Agents state machines
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Sensitivity analysis
Design of Experiments
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Example: Morris sensitivity

Syntax of a sensitivity analysis method in OpenMOLE

→ Practice for students at eXModelo: explore the script
morris.oms, comment the results obtained with a large-scale
experiment morrisresults
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Advanced methods

Calibration: Evolutionary (GA) and Bayesian (ABC) methods

Diversity Search: "look for the variety of obtainable patterns in
output space"

Origin Search: "look for the input that produce a given pattern in
output space"
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Advanced methods: spatial sensitivity

A specific focus on spatial aspects: built-in spatial sensitivity
analysis library

Example: generators of synthetic urban districts
[Raimbault and Perret, 2019]
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Modifying the world in the Zombie model
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Spatial sensitivity of the Zombie model

Which spatial organization impedes the epidemics?
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Specific questions

→ Study of submodels to foster diverse questions and approaches: coop-
eration between humans, army intervention, red cross and vaccination
→ Comparison of the ABM with alternative formalisms

Regimes of ABM compared to ODE patterns
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Synthesis: challenge

A student challenge for autonomous practice
→ they define a fresh thematic question
→ they define the adequate design of experiments, especially
methods and measures.
→ possibly model code modification
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Challenge results

Each group came with unforeseen questions and ideas; not much
advanced methods where however used
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Discussion : Pedagogical Implementation

Goals :
I Balancing theory and practice
I Flattening disciplinary heterogeneity
I Focusing on model analysis methods instead of

platform/framework

Expected benefits :
I Methods and approach dissemination
I OpenMOLE visibility improvement
I For the students: more robust model studies
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Discussion : Pedagogical Implementation

Agenda :

Progressive introduction of methods(2.5 day)
→ first day mostly devoted to vocabulary/concepts/framework
→ each course followed by group practice session on toy example
→ emphasis on "question ←→ method"

Advanced methods (0.5) day
→ 3 hours focused on a specific advanced method : ODE
modeling, ABC method calibration, Spatial sensitivity analysis

Challenge (1.5 day)
→ application of the method corpus on self defined question
→ 5 students group , collective restitution
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Conclusion

→ ≈ 1 month of workload (ventilated during the year before) for
8-9 people, consumed in 5 days!

→ successful method during the school; middle and long term
impacts to be assessed

→ fostered model exploration methods and practices, in an
interdisciplinary environment

Stay tuned for next eXModelo: exmodelo.org

Use and contribute to OpenMOLE: openmole.org

Reproducible school:

Course contents available at
https://github.com/openmole/exmodelo-courses

Model available at https://github.com/openmole/exmodelo-model
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eXModelo II

We need you if the zombies (or something else?) come back !
→ prepare you for end of May, 2020 !
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